The rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records, of the Department of Space used by its employees for discharging its functions

The rules and regulations formulated by the Government of India in the form of fundamental Rules, Supplementary Rules, General Financial Rules, Delegation of Financial Powers Rules, etc., are followed with suitable modifications, wherever required. The Following are the rules, manuals, etc., held by the Department of Space used by its employees for discharging its functions:-

(i) Fundamental Rules
(ii) Supplementary Rules
(iii) General Financial Rules
(iv) Conduct Rules
(v) Establishment Manual
(vi) DOS Employees (CCA Rules)
(vii) DOS Study Leave Rules
(viii) DOS Allotment of Residence Rules
(ix) DOS Book of Financial Powers
(x) DOS Purchase Manual
(xi) DOS Stores Procedure
(xii) SATCOM Policy
(xiii) Remote Sensing Data Policy
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